
Cost benefits and the ability to dramatically increase revenue have made
Algorithmic Trading an attractive area for financial institutions to develop or
expand into. However, are the controls and knowledge of this highly
technical area keeping pace to ensure sound risk management and
adherence to strict regulatory demands? Do the considerable inherent risks
outweigh the benefits?
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Algorithmic Trading is now well established as part of a wide 
range of investment tools, so what regulatory arsenal should 
you be concerned about?

A considerable increase in regulatory demands
Regulators may be of the view that Algorithmic Trading has the potential to cause rapid and significant 
market distortion. Specifically, there are concerns over the high order cancellation rate, increased risk of 
overloading systems, increased volatility, insufficient supervision internally as well as externally i.e. by 
competent authorities and the ability of algorithmic traders to withdraw liquidity at any time.
■  MiFID II introduced more robust regulatory rules and requirements over Algorithmic Trading
    monitoring, imposing new and detailed requirements on professionals across the 3 Lines of Defence,
    with a particular focus on identifying risks, new controls, new metrics, new set of roles and
    responsibilities – allowing closer and more evidence-based monitoring. MiFID II Regulatory Technical
    Standards (RTS) 6 and 7 outline what the regulator classifies as market abuse surveillance and the
    standard control environment that is expected to be implemented (across 1LoD and 2LoD);
■  CFTC unanimously approved a range of new rules and requirements for more robust controls in
    2015. It’s referred to as “regulation automated training” and involves Risk & Control, transparency
    safeguards and other measures. Continuous tweaks have had significant impacts. The latest, although
    subsequently dropped in October 2017, would have given the CTFC power to review the source code
    for regulated institutions. This is likely to be revisited in the future and;
■  BaFin updated notification requirements as recently as January 2018 Requirements, System and Risk &  
    Control, Identification Requirements and Order-to-Trade Ratios.
    There is a requirement to ensure reasonable controls and charges are in place. It is also noted that in
    some instances, trading techniques using advanced algorithms may constitute market manipulation.

Clear and ambitious adherence plans are necessary not only as part of the wider MiFlD II compliance
strategy, but also one that targets Algorithmic Trading holistically. Most industry players are now actively
engaged in strengthening their Risk & Control framework (with focus on the 2LoD ability to review and
challenge 1LoD).

Consequences of Non-Compliance
Consequences for non-compliance have been well documented. Most notably Barclays “dark pool” or FX
events which in all cases led to severe regulatory fines. Trading desks can act as lone wolves; abusing
markets and ignoring banks’ best interests to maximise personal profits with limited or poorly designed
monitoring and surveillance.

The Senior Manager and Certification Regime (SMCR)
The bar has been raised. Regulatory expectations now require a strategic Risk & Control “ecosystem” to
avoid unlimited fines and prison time (SMCR).
This requirement is proving more complex in the Algorithmic Trading territory - where new risks are
emerging, new controls require implementation, and a new paradigm of active monitoring is being
devised, with a myriad of distinct approaches explored in the market i.e. from Risk & Control teams
created in Technology to cross-desk governance tyre-kick efforts driven by 1LoD.

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
The FCA published a paper this month, Algorithmic Trading Compliance in Wholesale Markets 
(Ref:005614), highlighting the implications of MiFlD II RTS 6 on Algorithmic Trading and what they have
observed as good and bad practice during reviews ahead of MiFlD II implementation. The paper stresses
that Algorithmic Trading Risk & Control needs to be continuously reviewed in order to ensure they remain
in line with technological advancements, regulatory demands, and open risks desks are exposed to.
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A common requirement (incl. MiFlD II) is for financial institutions to design, deploy, and
main-tain a robust Algorithmic Trading Risk & Control framework -
crystallised around the following components:

■  Clear controls, mapped against risks, maintained dynamically - beyond RCA refresh frequency;
■  Documented strategies, including end-to-end process, controls, roles and responsibilities, oversight
    and escalation point;
■  Formalised roles and responsibilities across participants and Lines of Defence - e.g. IT, Risk,
    and trading;
■  A set of risk-based metrics alerting materialised, emerging or concentration risks;
■  Targeted Risk & Control reviews (1LoD and/or combined 1LoD/2LoD driven by active monitoring of
    governance weaknesses); and
■  A practical Algorithmic Trading "Control" Portal to host the above, act as a one-stop-shop
    reference for Risk & Control and facilitate mandatory tasks e.g. year-end Self-Assessment.

The above not only facilitates evidence of compliance with MiFlD II - but provides 2LoD with the tools to
discharge their responsibilities, monitor 1LoD and introduce a sound risk management over business
using (or with the capability to use) Algorithmic Trading strategies.

Added Fintech Complexity
Recent breakthroughs in the practical use of Artificial Intelligence, particularly Machine Learning and
Deep Learning, have given financial institutions the ability to find niche, highly profitable,
competitive edges within their algorithms, using “big data” technology to assimilate vast amounts of data
cheaply and predict trends quickly and accurately. Trends can be drawn within minutes of significant
events with the potential for trades to be executed in real time from market data and elsewhere. But these
complex “black box” algorithms and the closely guarded IP that comes with them have drawn criticism
from regulators, especially the CTFC, partly due to the greater potential for rogue traders but also
due to a lack of understanding in the market on these mechanisms and the subsequent ability for
organisations to manage associated Risk & Controls convincingly.

How is Acin leading the way?
Acin enables financial institutions to access standardised controls data seamlessly, allowing agile 
data-driven risk management and decision-making. 

We have created a unique solution, based on standardised library of risks and controls, and a common 
taxonomy which has, at its core, a system of unique identification numbers or ACINs. It relies on a 
centralised database of control designs smart-mapped to the risks faced by each individual business or 
function within the organisation.

Acin delivers immediate value to an individual firm but it also connects financial institutions together in a 
network that provides a significant advance in risk identification, management and mitigation. This 
‘network defence model’ complements each firms’ existing 3 lines of defence and continuously curates 
new risks and controls data using customer updates and market events.

Acin sets the standard for the industry, unlocking the full value of controls data for our clients.
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A unique Algorithmic Trading risk and control Library
■ Our Master Control library includes an algorithmic Trading risk and   
 control library
■ Based on a “standard taxonomy” for Business, risks and controls, it is   
 also aligned to Basel Framework
■ Controls are mapped to Risks, Businesses and Regulations (guidance to
  PRA June Policy Statement and MiFID II RTS articles) including metrics
■ Reference data which provides Standard Identification Numbers for each 
 control, facilitating control-mapping within the business
■ Control Libraries are updated and maintained by SMEs who ensure new  
 threats, risks and controls are constantly reflected

In Summary
Developments in Algorithmic Trading have created a rare opportunity in the
current climate to focus on revenue generating activity. However, regulatory
pressure is on the increase and the area is under significant scrutiny
surrounding black box/IP lead solutions. The penalties for non-compliance
have been well documented and there has never been a greater need to
ensure confidence in risk management and controls. Anchura is ideally
placed to help you realise the rewards with confidence that your risks are
managed with the right controls in place.

About Acin
Acin is the world’s leading risk and control data standards, benchmarking 
and controls data analysis company. Acin enables financial institutions to 
access standardised controls data seamlessly, allowing agile data-driven 
risk management and decision-making. It relies on a centralised database 
of control designs smart-mapped to the risks faced by each individual 
business or function within the organisation. 
Financial institutions are connected together in a network that complements 
each firm’s existing 3 lines of defence and continuously curates new risks 
and controls data, offering the highest degrees of protection at an industry 
level. Acin sets the standard for the industry, unlocking the full value of 
controls data for our clients.
With offices in London and New York, our clients include some of the world’s 
largest financial institutions. Acin has been recognised as one of the most 
innovative Regtech companies in 2019. To learn more visit www.acin.com.
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For More Information...
Please contact Rash Phullar (Head of Sales) or 
Gaspard Biosse Duplan (Head of Technical Sales)
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